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Radio as "Instruments" ?

Spunkle "Music For DXing" (2003/2011)

1. Maximum ERP / 2.OTH / 3.Russian Man / 4.Hi-Lo /
5.Das Beeble / 6.Sunspots / 7.Interlocking Groove /
8.In Search of XPH / 9.Jabba / 10.Music for DXing / 11.
Slow / 12. Eastern Interval / 13. Affection / 14.
Sweeping / 15. Signals / 16. Wax Paper Capacitor
First Fold Records http://www.firstfoldrecords.com
/?page_id=1321

※ The song is of the digital download version (see reference
link below). According to the person's blog , there are two
additional songs in the CD version.

A work that made it possible to make music that can appeal
to electronic music fans as well as "DXer" by summarizing
the hobby of music and radio, by James Davies acting on
Spunkle based in England · Oxford.

"DX" which is also in the title means the term "distance",
"oversea", "far distance, communication with overseas"
(reception) in terms of amateur radio or short wave
reception. Such activity in "DXing", "DXer" means a person
who makes it a hobby.
The title of the recorded song is also interspersed with the
term of the streak.

Mr. Spunkle said that it was attracted to the making of tape
and the radio with a short cabinet radio cassette that I
bought on my 10th birthday.
Musical activities began in 1997 and seems to be doing a
number of album productions, live activities and so on.
This work was released only within a group in 2003, and it
is officially released in 2011.

Music seems to begin to make from minimal fragments
which he can call "tinysongs", melodies and harmonies that
can not be combined with the sound of the radio.
For example, if you think about musical tempo in a short
wave of fax signals that the fax signal has, let me assemble
the music while thinking that the signal sending the
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information is cool as well.
In addition, this work uses more noise than the short wave
broadcast sound and signal sound, radio waves with very
weak signal, but he seems to think that it is "DX-friendly" is.

1., begins with a slightly noisy sound at the beginning,
Morse code comes in. In this work, it is the only clearly
heard signal sound. When you hear it, it is striking "HELLO
AND WELCOME TO THE START OF THE RECOR" (Lastly
"D" is not?).
Eventually the sound of the mini-musical phrase synths
from the mid- and low-pitched gorillies without drums and
pace will come in.
After that, the same synth music continues with radio noise
noise.

On the whole, as opposed to the enthusiasm of the radio
mania in the title, synth music is out too much and the
feeling that the rhythm feeling of the short wave noises
itself and the tone is not fully utilized is also honest. As an
electronica, it is not bad.
However, as we will see later, in this work there are some
fusi that do not use the shortwave sound indicated by the
title directly, so it seems as if trying to replace the image
with music as much as possible.

However, as long as the work using short-wave noise is in
the world, the work that the creator himself likes shorter
waves is transmitted as a fan of the same shortwave, but I
am glad to say somewhat. (^ ^;;)
Spunkle still likes the radio even after this work, when he
goes abroad he takes a lot of radio and he is doing "DX
pedition" as well. However, I'm sorry for the recent increase
in noise. The troubles of radio fans are the same, every
country is different. (^ ^;;)

Lastly, including the terms used for the title of each track, a
brief explanation within the scope of my understanding.

1. "ERP" is a technical term related to radio, "Effective
Isotropic Radiated Power", that is, the strength of power of
radiated radio waves.

2. "OTH" refers to "OTH radar (Over The Horizon Radar)"
using shortwave. In the Cold War era, pulse noise (called
"Woodpecker") called "patapathapata" of radar operated by
the Soviet Union etc in Japan was often heard. However, it
seems that there is no such sound on this track ....

3. "Russian Man", 8. "XPH" is the name of the cryptographic
broadcast which is also included in " The Conet Project -
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Recordings of Shortwave Numbers Stations " ( see separate
page ). Both are kinds of signals without information.
However, this sound seems not to be used directly.

6. "Sunspots" refers to sunspots. Since how this shortwave
is transmitted depends on this sunspot score, the interest of
shortwave fans is high. (^ ^;;)

11. "DX" is as explained at the beginning. Again, I heard
something like Morse code with a small sound. The sound of
the synth seems to be buried low and buried in noise, but it
is rather the best track of this work with a balance of
exquisite sounds. (^ ^;;)

12. "Eastern Interval" is probably the image of the signal on
the east side of the Cold War era, "interval signal" (IS), that
is, the chime which flows before the start of the broadcast.
Again, we do not use the received sound directly, but with
the noise-like weak signal sound, the rustic melody
reminiscent of IS is repeated. (Spunkle also says he likes
"Radio Sweden" IS.)

14. "Sweeping" is the operation to turn the radio dial. Still
there is no kind of tuning sound, the long tone-like tone of
the electric guitar has been repeated endlessly.

16. "Wax Paper Capacitor" "Wax paper capacitor" is a part
that you see on antique radio and so on. It is wonderful
about a sound like a crazy guitar of the first half tuning and
a sound like a sound like a distorted radio sound.

[Reference site]

First Fold Records "Spunkle"
http://www.firstfoldrecords.com/?page_id=20
Official page.
YouTube

"Music for DXing by Spunkle"
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=c8gIxn8GFIU
"Hi-Lo by Spunkle"
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Tt1PdFDmgAs

Official delivery to YouTube by First Fold Records.
First Fold Records "Nine questions about Music for
DXing"
http://www.firstfoldrecords.com/?page_id=1397
Interview with Spunkle about this work.
Music in Oxford "Spunkle: Music For DXing (First Fold
Records)"
http://www.musicinoxford.co.uk/2011/06/06/spunkle-
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music-for-dxing-first-fold-records/
Review by local music magazine.
Amazon.co.jp "Music For Dxing"
http://www.amazon.co.jp/Music-For-Dxing/dp
/B004H97V20/
Buy, Amazon MP3 download is convenient. If you can
use Amazon US or Amazon UK, that is cheaper.

(2011/07/29)

(c) 2011 gota
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